Genome scan for regions with transmission ratio distortion in cattle
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Summary

Observed deviations from the expected Mendelian inheritance of alleles from heterozygous parents has been reported in a broad range of organisms and it is well known as transmission ratio distortion (TRD). Various biological mechanisms affecting gametes, embryos, foetuses, or even postnatal offspring can produce patterns of TRD. Bayesian models were used to evaluate TRD across the whole genome of Holstein dairy cattle by using either a SNP-by-SNP approach or haplotypes of 2 SNP sliding windows in 79,238 genotyped trios (parents-offspring). From 44,369 autosomal SNP, 942 were significantly detected with TRD that exceeded Bayes factor (BF) ≥ 10 (strong evidence) and 408 with BF ≥ 100 (decisive evidence). The number of SNP with parent-unspecific and parent-specific TRD was 270 and 672 SNP, respectively. After correction by the approximate empirical null distribution of TRD, the number of significant SNP reduced to 669, 462 and 73 with a probability of error of 1%, 0.01% and <0.001%, respectively, which mostly coincided with the genomic regions with high BF. In SNP-by-SNP analyses, the regions with moderate-to-high |TRD| (≥ 0.15) were less polymorphic, providing evidence of TRD selection and exhibiting interesting rare variants. In contrast, more polymorphic regions with moderate-to-high |TRD| were observed by the haplotype analyses. The number of regions detected by haplotype analyses after correction (at <0.001% probability of error) were 775, 348 and 562 for overall, sire- and dam-TRD, respectively. The preliminary functional analysis of detected regions with TRD identified positional genes associated with regulation of embryonic development. In conclusion, the prevalence of TRD was extended across the whole genome and a deeper study of these candidate regions and markers will be required to understand this phenomenon in cattle.
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Introduction

Transmission ratio distortion (TRD) is the deviations from the expected Mendelian
inheritance of alleles from heterozygous parents and it has been reported in a broad range of organisms (e.g., Wakasugi, 1974; Hall & Willis, 2005; Casellas et al., 2012, 2017). Various biological mechanisms affecting gametes, embryos, fetuses (Huang et al., 2013), or even postnatal offspring (Moore, 2006) can produce patterns of TRD, being a consequence of a sort of genetic factors affecting reproduction. Moreover, its link with impaired fertility (Silver, 1989) and differential offspring survival at different stages (Dean et al., 2006), emphasises the importance of TRD. Nevertheless, current knowledge about its prevalence and possible causes in livestock species are still scarce. Our research focuses on the study of TRD in the bovine genome, with the aim to identify genomic regions that could contain potential causal mutations, directly affecting reproductive traits. Recently, Casellas et al. (2014) developed Bayesian models for the analyses of TRD on biallelic markers and Id-Lahoucine et al. (in preparation) derived the Bayesian models of TRD for multiallelic locus, providing a useful and powerful methodology applicable to livestock populations. The objectives of this research were to evaluate the overall (parent-unspecific) and parent-specific TRD across the whole genome in Holstein using SNP-by-SNP and 2-SNP haplotypes TRD methods.

Material and methods

Transmission ratio distortion models

The models developed by Casellas et al. (2014) parametrized the probability of inheritance \(p\) for a given allele from a heterozygous parent \((A/B)\) by including the effect of overall TRD \((\alpha)\) and dam-specific TRD \((\alpha_d)\):

\[
p(A) = 1 - p(B) = 0.5 + \alpha \quad \text{and} \quad p(B) = 1 - p(A) = 0.5 - \alpha,
\]

\((1)\)

\[
p_i(A) = 1 - p_i(B) = 0.5 + \alpha_i \quad \text{and} \quad p_i(B) = 1 - p_i(A) = 0.5 - \alpha_i \quad i = [s \cup d]
\]

\((2)\)

where \(\alpha\) was the TRD parameter with values defined within the parametric space between 0.5 and 0.5. Under a Bayesian implementation, conditional posterior probabilities of TRD parameters were defined as:

\[
p(\alpha|y) \propto p(y|\alpha)p(\alpha)
\]

\((3)\)

\[
p(\alpha, \alpha_d|y) \propto p(y|\alpha, \alpha_d)p(\alpha)p(\alpha_d)
\]

\((4)\)

where \(y\) was the column vector of genotypes of the offspring generation.

For haplotype analyses, Id-Lahoucine et al. (in preparation) assumed the same parametrization but estimating different \(\alpha_d\) for each combination of two alleles \((j\) and \(k)\). The implementation of models in the multiallelic locus approach were:

\[
p(\alpha_{12}, \alpha_{13},...\alpha_{(n-1)n}|y) \propto p(y|\alpha_{12}, \alpha_{13},...\alpha_{(n-1)n})p(\alpha_{12})p(\alpha_{13})...p(\alpha_{(n-1)n})
\]

\((5)\)

\[
p(\alpha_{i2}, \alpha_{i3},...\alpha_{(n-1)n}|y) \propto p(y|\alpha_{i2}, \alpha_{i3},...\alpha_{(n-1)n})p(\alpha_{i2})p(\alpha_{i3})...p(\alpha_{(n-1)n})
\]

\((6)\)
where $\alpha_{jk}$ was the overall TRD and $\alpha_{ijk}$ and $\alpha_{ijk}$ were sire- and dam-specific TRD parameters for the specific combination of haplotypes $j$ and $k$, and $n$ was the number of alleles for the specific locus. Flat priors between -0.5 and 0.5 were assumed for TRD parameters. A multinomial distribution was used to determine the likelihood of the data. Inference on $\alpha$, $\alpha_s$, and $\alpha_d$ were made on the marginal posterior distributions by Markov Chain sampling with Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Hastings, 1970). The statistical relevance of each TRD parameter was tested by a Bayes factor (BF) approach. A unique Monte Carlo Markov chain of 10,000 iterations was run for each analysis and the first 1,000 iterations were discarded as burn-in, which is enough to perform the analyses in the purpose of optimizing the computational time as suggested by Id-Lahoucine et al. (in preparation).

**Genotype data and analyses**

All animals that were previously genotyped in Canada and in the United States, as of August 2017, with SNP panels that include 45,187 SNP used in Canada for genomic evaluation purpose, were included in the analyses. A total of 90,400 genotyped animals, including 2,707 sires, 19,089 dams and 79,238 of parents-offspring (without selection of offspring within trios) were used. The genotypes were imputed and phased using FImpute (Sargolzaei et al., 2014). The overall TRD and sire- and dam-TRD were evaluated across the 44,369 autosomal SNP. Analyses were performed either by a SNP-by-SNP approach or by a 2-SNP haplotype sliding windows approach.

**Results and discussion**

Results across the whole genome showed 942 SNP displaying TRD that exceeded the BF threshold for strong evidence (BF $\geq$ 10) according to Jeffreys’ (1984) scale (Figure 1). Between them, 270 SNP were parent-unspecific TRD and 672 SNP were parent-specific TRD, where 393 and 271 were sire- and dam-TRD, respectively. In addition, 8 markers were detected with sire- and dam-TRD in opposite direction of preference of transmission. According to the approximate empirical null distribution of TRD proposed by Id-Lahoucine et al. (in preparation) the number of detected regions reduced to 669, 462 and 73 with a probability of error of 1%, 0.01% and <0.001%, respectively. On the other hand, the number of markers with decisive evidence (BF $\geq$ 100) was 408, while 154 and 73 SNP were detected with a BF of $10^5$ and $10^{10}$, respectively. In addition, the most of TRD regions that were discarded as random TRD (385 SNP) presented low BF $< 100$, basically given the low number of informative offspring where the chance to generate TRD randomly is more probable and the obtained BF is usually less high.

For SNP with moderate-to-high $|\text{TRD}|$ ($\geq 0.15$), a minor allele frequency (MAF) of 0.001, 0.027 and 0.002 were observed for overall, sire- and dam-TRD, respectively. This low frequency is a possible evidence of TRD selection, a phenomenon that can result in the spread of the allele through the population and eventually its fixation (Hurst & Werren, 2001). However, the number of individuals with these minor alleles were still substantial given the size of the dataset and, at the same time, represent interesting rare variants that can be associated with complex disorders. Furthermore, small $|\text{TRD}|$ are no less relevant, as ready reported by Id-Lahoucine et al. (in preparation), where the maximum $|\text{TRD}|$ that can be generated by chance in large population is very small (e.g., $\sim 0.02$ in $\geq 40,000$ informative offspring). On the other hand, the results from haplotypes analyses showed more interesting regions, where moderate-to-high $|\text{TRD}|$ was identified in more polymorphic regions (MAF $\sim$
0.045). Notice that from a population genetics perspective, the maintenance of the disadvantaged allele in the population can be caused by some countervailing force, such as recombination, mutation, genetic drift, and an immunogenetic advantage for survival in later adulthood, regardless of low fertility as suggested by several authors (Labbe et al., 2013). Moreover, the alleles with advantage transmission are not always beneficial, but can present deleterious fitness effects and are maintained in balanced polymorphisms (Carvalho & Vaz, 1999), such as in the mouse t-haplotype system and the segregation distorter system in Drosophila. The number of regions detected by haplotype analyses of overall TRD were 2,494, 1,467, 680 and 358 with a BF ≥ 10, ≥ 100, ≥ 105 and ≥ 1010, respectively. The number region with BF ≥ 10 reduced after correction to 2,441, 1,363 and 775 with a probability of error of 1%, 0.01% and <0.001%, respectively. The number of regions detected was 1,241 and 1,761 for sire- and dam-TRD, respectively; 348 and 562 after correction considering a threshold of <0.001%. The preliminary functional analyses of the detected regions suggested positional candidate genes related with the regulation of embryonic development.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the prevalence of TRD was extended across the whole genome in cattle. A deeper study of these regions is required to understand better this phenomenon. The preliminary functional analyses of the detected regions suggested positional candidate genes related with the regulation of embryonic development.
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Figure 1. Bayes factor (BF) and magnitude of overall, sire- or dam-TRD of SNP significantly detected across the whole genome of Holstein cattle by SNP-by-SNP analyses.